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Chapter 1

The problem of software maintenance

Software maintenance accounts for a significant proportion of
most companies☂ systems development efforts. The more effort
that goes on maintenance,thelessis available for developing new
systems. Yet, despite the obvious importance of maintenance,
bothin its own right and in the context of productivity enhance-
ment, the attitude of many systems managers to the subject is
strangely ambivalent.

SOFTWARE MAINTENANCEIN PERSPECTIVE
As any managerin a systems development department knows,
software maintenanceis a huge consumerof resources, account-
ing for about the same amountof time and effort as developing
new systems in the first place. A major survey of software
maintenance conducted amongst businessesin the United States

Software maintenanceis a huge in 1981 showed maintenance accounting for 50 per centofall pro-
consumer of resources gramming and analysis effort. A survey in the United Kingdom,

conducted in 1987 by K3 Software Services, put the maintenance
proportion as high as 65 per cent. The growing investment by
businesses in computer systemsand the labour-intensive nature
of maintenance work mean that maintenance is becoming increas-
ingly expensive.
Software maintenance is much more than merely correcting errors
in coding. It embraces all of the programming and analysis
activities required to keep a system operational and effective after
it has been accepted and placed in production. The purpose of
maintenanceis to protect a company☂s investment in systems by
prolonging their useful life and improving the contribution that

 

 

 

 

     

they make.
There are, in fact, three broad categories of maintenance, which

Figure 1.1 Threebroad categories are summarised in Figure 1.1. Thefirst is corrective maintenance,of maintenance a 2 i 2 . :which is concerned with resolving errors. Corrective maintenance
is a reactive process, usually requiring rapid action. The second

Category Concern is adaptive maintenance, which is about enhancing and extend-
Corfective Resolving ing systemsto incorporate the evolving needsof users. The third
maintenance errors is perfective maintenance (sometimes called preventive

☁Adaptive Enhancing and maintenance), which consists of changesto the structureof soft-
maintenance extending ware to improveits performance and maintainability.

systems
Dareene ae There is widespread disagreement over whether adaptive main-
maintenance performance tenance should be considered as part of software maintenance,

or as part of new systems development. Thisis important, because   adaptive maintenanceis by far the largest maintenance activity.
Some companies adopt a clear definition, one way or the other.
For others, it depends on scale ♥ if the effort exceeds six man-
months, for instance, the work is considered to be new systems
development.It is for this reason that reports of maintenance as
a proportion of overall systems development work vary widely.
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Chapter 1 The problem of software maintenance

In the survey that we undertook for this paper (described on
page 3), the proportion ranged from as low as 5 per cent to as high
as 90 per cent, with an average of about 40 per cent.
Maintenanceis often, by nature, more difficult and demanding
than new systems development. Maintenance staff do not start
with a clean sheet of paper. Often, they have to work to short
timescales, particularly for corrective maintenance. Testing can
be more demanding whenthe system being maintained hasto fit,
as is often the case, into the tight constraints of surrounding hard-
ware and software, and when the methodsandtools available to
help with maintenance are not as well developed.
The ambivalence of many managers towards maintenanceis a
further complication. Managementattitudes to maintenance are
not determined by maintenance levels. Five times as many
managers in our survey reported that new systems development
is more demanding of their time than maintenance, than vice
versa. This is out of proportion with the division of effort, and
points to a need for managers to pay greater attention to the
maintenance function.

PURPOSE AND STRUCTURE OF THE PAPER
Software maintenanceis an expensive and complicated business
that every PEP sponsor is having to deal with. This paper is
intended particularly for systems managers who have a responsi-
bility for operational systems, and for their maintenance and
enhancement.It will also be of interest to managers responsible
for allocating systems developmentresources and budgets.
It is clear from our research that software maintenance is
generally undermanaged. Becauseit is undermanaged,staff are
not usually allocated in an optimum way, staff motivation is often
a problem, system changes are not always properly controlled,
andthereis insufficient recognition of the benefits to be derived
from the newer methodsandtools. The purposeof this paperisto describe these deficiencies, and to suggest how they might berectified.
Managementhastraditionally givenlittle thought to the alloca-tion of appropriate resources to the maintenance function. Soft-ware-maintenance requirements are often omitted from systemsdesigncriteria, and maintenanceis perceived as requiringlittleskill and enjoying little prestige. As software costs increase,thissituation is set to change, and, in Chapter 2, we discuss the grow-ing need for managers to turn their attention to the resource-allocation question. As systemsget older, they become hardertomaintain (and to operate) and their replacement becomes morepressing. Whether to continue maintaining a system orto replaceit is a question that should be kept under continual review. Theprocedure for making the decision should be the sameas that forevaluating newapplications ♥ thatis, existing systems should beevaluated as part of an organisation☂s applications portfolio andassessed in terms of their contribution to the business and theirlevel of maintainability. In this way, maintenance will beguaranteedits rightful share of the budget. A maintenance-ratingprocess can be a great help in establishing costs and settingpriorities.

wo

Maintenance is often more
demanding than new systems
development

Software maintenance is
generally undermanaged
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Chapter 1 The problem of software maintenance

Our survey indicated that the nature and efficiency of main-
tenance workis independent of the way maintenanceis organised.
There was, however, some evidencethat staff morale improves
when maintenanceis organised as a separate function, rather than
undertaken within project teams. Despite the prevailing view to
the contrary, we believe that maintenance workis intrinsically
highly motivating. To reap the potential, though, staff need to
be carefully selected and trained, and management commitment
is essential. The broad question of organisation and staffing of the
maintenance function is discussed in Chapter 3.
The maintenanceprocessconsists of a series of steps, the first of
which, change management, formalises the relationship between
maintenance staff and the user. Most PEP sponsorsclaim to have
some form of change managementin place but few havefully for-
malised or implemented the remaining steps. Webelieve this to
be an area requiring attention and discuss the implicationsofit
in Chapter4.
Chapter 5 is about the new methodsand tools that are aimed at
the maintenance process and are now reaching the market.
Enforcing standards and using modern development methodsare
both ways of improving the quality of new systems, so that
maintenance becomeseasier when the systems are operational.
Other contemporary tools are designed to be directly beneficial
to the maintenance process. Their growing availability is open-
ing up possibilities for more users to maintain systems for
themselves in future.
Our suggested improvements to the maintenance environment are
summarised, in the form of a checklist, in Chapter 6. The pro-
cedures set out in that list are the foundation of a management
approach that is applicable to a broad range of companies,
irrespective of particular implementation issues.

RESEARCH SOURCES
We have drawn on the research material for PEP Paper 7, for
which Butler Cox conducted a survey of more than 600 staff in
seven PEP sponsoring organisations, during the spring of 1988.
Specifically for this paper, we conducted a further questionnaire
survey of PEP sponsors. Twenty-four organisations, forming a
representative sample of PEP sponsors, responded,although not
all respondents answered every question. The numberof pro-
grammersandanalysts in the systems development departments
that we surveyed ranged between 20 and 300, 15 departments
having fewer than 99 programmers and analysts, and the remain-
ing nine departments having 100 or more. The total headcount
in the departments ranged between 50 and 550, with 11 having
200 or more. Annual departmental budgets ranged up to
$50 million, nine of them exceeding $10 million. In addition to
the questionnaire, we reviewed published research material and
interviewedselected specialists, both within and outside the PEP
sponsorship.



Chapter 2

Allocating resources to the maintenance function

Because operational systems deteriorate with age, they need to
be audited to determine whether and when to replace them. The
auditing procedure should be formalised, andit should be aligned
with the procedure for evaluating systems for new applications.
The tasks of defining costs and setting priorities will be much
easier if there is some routine maintenance-rating process estab-
lished within the company so that systems development depart-
ments allocate a proportion of their capacity exclusively to
maintenance.

FORMALISE THE MAINTAIN-OR-REPLACE DECISION
Whether to continue maintaining a system or to replace it with
anew oneis a critical management decision. Choosing the moment
to initiate replacementis best done by subjecting every operating
system to a formal and regular review.
After a new system has becomeoperational, there is a continuing
need to maintain it. A system that takes perhaps a year to develop
may have an operational life of five years or more, and more
effort is likely to go into its maintenance than into its original
development. Most maintenance effort is adaptive. In our survey,
adaptive maintenance accountedfor 62 per cent of maintenance
effort compared with 20 per cent for corrective maintenance
and 18 per cent for perfective maintenance (see Figure 2.1).
 

Figure 2.1. Adaptive maintenanceis the main activity

Percentage of maintenanceactivity

Adaptive maintenance

Corrective maintenance

Perfective maintenance

 

(Source: Butler Cox survey of PEP sponsors)   
Adaptive maintenanceresults in significant changes to a system
in termsof both structure and coding. An indicationof the nature
and extent of these changes is given in Figure 2.2 which
categorises the goals of our respondents in their adaptive
maintenance efforts. Many of these changes are enhancements
in the sense of adding new facilities, providing new

After a new system has become
operational, there is a continuing
need to maintain it
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Chapter 2 Allocating resources to the maintenance function

 

Figure 2.2 Most adaptive maintenance is to add new features

Percentage of adaptive
maintenanceeffort
SS

10 20 30 40

Adding newfacilities

Providing new reports

Adding data to reports

Reformatting reports

Redefining interfaces

Consolidating data

Consolidating reports  
(Source: Butler Cox survey of PEP sponsors)   

reports, and adding data to reports, and, as such, they extend
what went before. It is therefore no surprise that systems get
larger as a result of maintenance. This growthis illustrated in
Figure 2.3. It comparesfive features of a system as they were at
the time of our survey, and as they were two yearsearlier. All
five features have grownin the period; the numberof source
statements has increased by 9 per cent, for instance, and the
number of programs by 8 per cent.
 

Figure 2.3 Maintained systems growin size over time

Measure of system size Size Percentage growth in size

2 years 5. 10 15
ago Now

Database storage (megabytes) 24 2

Numberof source statements,
(thousands) 418 456

Number of programs 421 454

Numberoffiles 45 47

Numberof user reports 249 259

(Source: Butler Cox survey of PEP sponsors)  
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Chapter 2 Allocating resources to the maintenance function

Continuous modification can leave a system in a less stable state
than before. Each time the system is modified, it becomes poten-
tially more difficult to modify it again next time. Ultimately,thisprocess leads to a situation where maintenance becomes tooexpensive or too complex and operating response times areseverely degraded. Too many systems reach this point withoutanyone being aware of what has happened. The deteriorating
condition of the system can, and should, be monitored and con-
trolled through a process of formal review.
Today,virtually every companyhas

a

formal procedure for justi-fying the developmentof new systems applications, yet few havea regular, formal procedure for auditing their operational systems.Reviewsof this sort are essential. They help managers both toidentify operational systems that are approaching the point whenthey should be redeveloped, andto re-evaluate the contributionof operational systemsto the business. Conducted annually, theypresent an opportunity to re-assess the costs of a system as wellas its benefits. While this concept is not new,it elevates main-tenanceto its appropriate place as a significant managementcon-sideration.
The review should follow much the same process as the reviewfor new applications. Indeed, webelieve that cost/benefit analysesshould be undertakenfor existing operational systems and for newapplications at the sametime, using the same evaluation process.If the information required to justify (or rejustify) existing systemsin this way is not readily available, it indicates a need for bettercontrol and monitoring.
A goodillustration of this process in operation is provided by amanufacturing company whose systems development departmenthas a developmentstaff of about 60. The department has beenthrough a two-year period of strategy formulation and review,while new systems development work has remained frozen. Now,the company is beginning to see the benefits of a change indirection. All user requeststo the systems departmentthat exceedone week of effort havefirst to be authorised by a steering com-mittee. Requests for maintenance work and new applications areexamined on exactly the samebasis, and resources are allocatedin the same way,on the basis of priorities and costs. As a result,systems development resources are being madeavailable to workon replacement systems.

REMOVE UNCERTAINTY BY INTRODUCING AMAINTENANCE-RATING PROCESS
A decision on whether to continue maintaining an operationalsystem or to replace it must be based on a comparison of costs♥ the projected cost of continuing maintenanceon the one hand,and the cost of replacing it on the other. To predict continuingmaintenancecosts, a simple rating system, based on systemcharacteristics,is a usefulaid:it may provide either a comparativerating of operational systems (as a basis for setting priorities, forinstance) or assessments on an absolute scale.
COMPARATIVE MAINTENANCE RATING
A comparative rating might be produced on the basis of a☁maintenanceprofile☂ of the software, developed from a set of

Few organisations have formalproceduresfor auditing their
operational systems

Operational systems should bereviewed in the same way as newapplications

A rating system is a useful aid
to predicting maintenancecosts
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Chapter 2 Allocating resources to the maintenance function

criteria relating to such features as system age (maintenance gets
harder as systemsget older), system size (the larger the system,
the morecostly it is to maintain), and complexity. A fuller list of
such features, and of the criteria relating to them, is shown in
Figure 2.4. The maintenance rating of a system can be assessed
by allocating, for each of these features, a score of, say, between
one and four. Because the relative importance of each feature
will vary depending on an organisation☂s circumstances, it makes
sense to weight each one (again using scores of one to four, for
instance).
 Figure 2.4 Characteristics to consider when preparing a maintenance

 

 

 

 

rating

Characteristic Comments
System age Maintenanceusually gets harder as a system ages. ;
System size Can be measuredineffectivelines of code (ELOC)or

numberoffunction points.
Complexity Can be derived by dividing ELOCby the numberof

programsor, more accurately, by countingthe
numberof function points or using a code analyser.
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Developmentlanguage Maintenanceis usually easier with higher-level
languages. :
 

Development methods
andtools

Systems developed usingstructured methods are ♥
more stable,less error-prone, and easier to maintain.
 

System quality Can be assessedin terms of the numberof errors
reported overtime and the numberof change
requests submitted (althoughthis measure can be
 

 

misleading).
Type of change Whetherimposedfrom outside the business (such as

changein regulations) or from within the business.
Changecontrols Systemslacking adequate controls are higher-risk, so

harder to maintain.
 

Operational environment Operational demands exert time pressures that makemaintenanceharder(andincreasethelikelinood of
control procedures being circumvented).
 

Staffing Includestechnical expertise and specific knowledge
of the system.   
   
 

ABSOLUTE MAINTENANCE RATING
The absolute maintenanceratingis a slightly more sophisticated
version of the simple comparative rating described above.In the
United Kingdom, the Central Computer and Telecommunications
Agency (CCTA), which supplies information and adviceto central
government departments on the planning and use of information
technology, has developed a ☁system maintenanceprofile☂ which
is a good example. Criteria are grouped under three headings:
adequacy to user, whichassesses the extent to which the system
currently meets user requirements; risk to the business, which
assesses the risk and impact of system failure; swpport effort,
which assesses the resources required to maintain the system
adequately. Altogether, there are nine criteria in the CCTA☂s
system maintenanceprofile, and a total of 16 measures (between
one and three measures for each criterion), as shown in
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Figure 2.5. Each measure delivers a score. The scores are totalled.
Systemsscoring 100 or more are candidates for renewal.
 

Figure 2.5 The CCTA☂s ☁system maintenanceprofile☂
 

Category Criteria Measures
 

Adequacy to user Desirable changes ♥ (Man-days per annum on
desirable changes/thousandlines of code) +1.

♥ Degreeto which desirable
changesare being blocked
(1 =notatall, 5= completely).

Changes backlog ♥ (Estimated man-daysto clear
backlog of changes/ thousand
lines of code) +1.

♥ Degree to which system is
failing to meet requirements
(1 =fully, 5=marginally).
 

Risk to business Staffing ♥ Degreeto whichstaffing is a
problem (1 =none, 5 = major).

♥ Quality of documentation
(1 =excellent, 5 = non-existent).

Changecontrol ♥ Changecontrol procedures
(1 =good,5 =non-existent).

♥ Testing procedures
(1 =good, 5 =non-existent).

Errors ♥ (Errors per annum/thousandlines of code) +1.
Impactoferrors ♥ Ratingofeffect of errors on the

business (1 =nil, 5 = significant).
State of code ♥ System age (1 =1 to 7 years,2=8 to 14 years, 3=>14).

♥ Structure (1 = good, 5 =bad).
♥ Programsize (thousandlinesof

code/numberof programs),
 Support effort Staffing ♥ (Maintenanceeffort per annum/thousandlines of code) +1.

Mandatory changes

|

♥ (Annualeffort on mandatory
changes/thousandlines of
code) +1.

♥ Reduction in mandatory
changesif system redesigned
(1 =nil, 5= substantial).     

(Source: Managing Software Maintenance, CCTA, October 1987)   
DEFINE THE SHARE OF RESOURCESTO BEALLOCATED TO MAINTENANCE
Maintenance-rating proceduresof the kind described abovehelp toestablish the costs of and priorities for redeveloping existingoperational systems. Prolonging a system☂s life means bearingheavier maintenance costs but, at the same time, reducing theworkload of the systems development function, thereby freeingmore capacity for developing new applications.
This raises the question of whether the systems departmentshouldallocate a fixed proportionofits developmentresources to main-tenance and,if so, how much. Webelieve that allocating a fixedshare of capacity to maintenance is a sensible approach. The
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Maintenance work should
not be allowed to displace

new development work
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proportion should be kept under review, however, and it will need
to be changed from time to time.

Limiting maintenance capacity as a matter of policy is, in fact,
commonplace among PEP sponsors. The purposeis usually to
avoid maintenance work continually displacing new development
work. This limit is sometimes expressed as a proportion of the
budget, and sometimesin termsof the type of maintenance work
that is accepted. The former usually worksbetter, particularly
whenthe procedurefor assessing maintenanceis built into that
for assessing new applications, along the lines discussed above.

An example of how this policy can work in practice is the
experience of one of the United Kingdom☂s publicutilities. Two
years ago,it limited the proportion of the systems department☂s
budget to be devoted to maintenance work to 40 per cent. This
limit was introduced to help overcome conflicting demands for
new applications. The policy worked well, but the limit has
recently had to be increased to 50 per cent, and resolving con-
flicting demandsfor maintenance is now a moreserious problem
than it is for new applications.

This example confirmsthat formal monitoring of the maintenance
environmentis required to implement such a policy successfully,
because the pressure of competing demands for the limited
resources will increase. Restrictions on maintenance, however
rational, will often be seen by users as leading to the provision
of an inadequate service. However,if thelimit is imposed as part
of an overall strategy to manage the applications portfolio, a pro-
per justification can be made in terms of contribution to the
business.

 



Chapter 3

Organising and staffing maintenance work

The organisation of maintenance workin project teams or in a
separate function appears to havelittle bearing on either the
demandfor,or the performanceof, that work. Morale, however,does seem to be better amongst staff who work in a separatemaintenance function.
Improving staff motivation is a critical issue. Contrary to con-ventional wisdom, maintenance☁s intrinsically motivating (as wereported in PEP Paper 7), regardless of how it is organised.Effective maintenance does, however, require careful staffselection and training and, what is most important, managementrecognition. The alternative of arranging for someorall of themaintenance workload to be undertaken outside the systemsdevelopment department also has some merit and is an increas-ingly feasible option.

CONSIDER ESTABLISHING A SEPARATEMAINTENANCE ORGANISATION
Therelative merits of different ways of organising maintenancewithin a systems department have been debated for years, buta survey of maintenance organisation in 130 businesses in theUnited States, undertaken in 1987, identified some commoncharacteristics. The businesses in which maintenance was organisedin project teams were smaller than the sample average. In thesebusinesses, although the maintenance backlog was shorter thanaverage, the software was moredifficult to maintain, the problemof managing maintenance seemed more severe, and the main-tenance staff were less positive than average about their work.In contrast, where maintenance was undertaken as a separateactivity, the businesses werelarger than the sample average, themaintenance backlog waslonger than average, and the softwareunder maintenance was older, but management and staff prob-lems seemedless severe than average.
Nosimilar characteristics were evident in our own, much smallersurvey. Of the organisations we surveyed, maintenance wasundertaken by project-team staff in 15, and by a separate main-tenancefunction in eight. We detected no significant differencesbetween the two forms of organisation in terms of staffexperience, the pressure of conflicting demandsfor staff time,staff turnover, communications with users, or documentation prob-lems. The amount of corrective maintenance as a proportion ofthe whole was about the samein both forms of organisation. Sizewas not a factoras it was in the US survey. We found no evidenceto support the view that separate maintenance functions are morelikely to be the norm in larger businesses. In fact, our evidencesuggested that higher levels of maintenance (above 40 per centof the total development effort) are associated with project teams.

10

Effective maintenance requires
careful staff selection and
training, and management
commitment
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Chapter 3 Organising and staffing maintenance work

Our survey showedthat, from the managers☂ standpoint, the most
significant problem was competing demandsfor maintenancestaff
time, and the least significant was a lack of user interest (see
Figure 3.1). There was no evidence to suggest that the way in
which maintenance was organised madeany difference to these
perceptions. On the other hand, both staff morale and motivation
were higher when maintenance was organised in a separate
function rather than in project teams.
 
Figure 3.1 Competing demands for maintenancestaff time is the most

significant problem

Problems from the manager's Managers☂rating of significance
standpoint Least Most

Most serious problems 1 ce s A :
Competing demandsfor
maintenancestaff time
User demandsfor extensions
and enhancements
Meeting scheduled
commitments

Least serious problems
Adhering to programming
standards

Unreliable system software
and hardware

Lack of user interest  
(Source: Butler Cox. survey of PEP sponsors)  
 

MOTIVATE, TRAIN, AND MANAGE
MAINTENANCE STAFF
The common perception is that maintenance work is less
motivating than new systems development. Webelieve this to be
a misconception. Maintenancecanbeintrinsically more,notless,
motivating. To change perceptions demandscarefulstaff selection
and training ♥ and, most importantof all, a change in manage-
mentattitudes.

Maintenance can be more
motivating than new systems

development

THE QUESTION OF MOTIVATION
Software maintenance has long been considered less important
than new systems development. It is often an afterthought in
system design, and is perceived as demandinglimited skill and
enjoyinglittle prestige and attention. As a result, programmers
have tended to avoid maintenance work, preferring instead to
work on new systems development assignments. This perception
was confirmed by our own survey, which showed that managers
attach more importance to systems development work than they
do to maintenance(see Figure 3.2 overleaf). Seventy per cent of
managers rated systems development as being more demanding
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Figure 3.2 Seventy per cent of managers rated systems development
as being more demandingof their time than maintenance

Useof time Number of managers

5 10
Development mostly

Development somewhat

Equal

Maintenance somewhat

Maintenance mostly

(Source: Butler Cox survey of PEP sponsors)   
of their time than maintenance; only 14 per cent rated main-tenance as more demanding. Theseratings bore no relation to thecurrent level of maintenancein the organisations. Nor did theycorrelate with changesin the levels of maintenance over the pasttwo years.

Attitudes like these have a damagingeffect on staff motivation.This subject was explored in some detail in PEP Paper 7, dis-tributed to sponsors in September 1988. In that paper, weexamined how the proportion of maintenance work involved ina job affects the motivation of the person doing that job. Thisisillustrated in Figure 3.3, which compares jobs on a scale calledthe Job Motivating Score (JMS) scale. The pattern is oneoffallingjob motivation as the proportion of maintenance work increases,except for those staff who are involved full-time, or almost full-time, in maintenance.
High levels of job satisfaction can, however, be obtained from :working in a maintenance environment. Software maintenance Software maintenance work cansore mes S 2 5 oye c provide high levels ofjobworkis intrinsically highly motivating becauseit is challenging, satisfactionit offers great variety, and the results are highly visible.
This appliesto all three categories of maintenance described onpage 1 ♥ corrective, adaptive, and perfective. Corrective main-tenance is often extremely complex and demanding, because ofthe absence of complete documentation and the difficulties of re-creating error conditions. Often,it has to be completed in a matterof hours. Adaptive maintenanceis similar to new developmentin termsof its phases, but the emphasisis different. Analysis isthe dominant phase in adaptive maintenance. The remainingphases of design, implementation, testing, and system release/integration are no less important, but they are proportionallysmaller. Adaptive maintenance provides frequent opportunitiesfor maintenancestaff to communicate with usersas the changesare implemented. Perfective maintenance combines someof the
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Figure 3.3 Job Motivation Scores (JMSs) vary according to the amount

of maintenance work performed

 

  

    

JMS
10 20 30 40 80 60 70 80 90

81-100

61-80

Maintenance 41-60as percentage
of job content

21-40

1-20

0   (Source: Butler Cox survey of PEP sponsors)  
 

main characteristics of the other two categories. Each category
demandstechnical skill, combined with an ability to communicate
rapidly and unambiguously. Compared with new systems
development, maintenanceoffers a broader variety of work, and
is equally demanding in other respects.
STAFF SELECTION AND TRAINING
The requirements of maintenance place heavy demands on staff
selection and training. The main staff attributes in maintenance
are sound technical ability, an understanding of past as well as
present developmentpractices, and an ability to communicate and

Staff who are best at to work underpressure. The shorter the timescales involved,the
maintenance are different from greater the need for good-quality maintenancestaff. Compared

those who are best at developing with new systems development, maintenance work is probably
new systems less demandingin terms of conceptualisingskills (imagination and

creativity) but more demanding in terms of affiliation skills
(patience, adaptability, and willingness to lend support). Main-
tenance staff should be selected with these characteristics in
mind.
In practice, maintenance is often allocated to staff with less
experience than average. Thereis no harm inthis, as long as the
staff meet the criteria outlined above andaslong as timescales
are notcritical. It does provide an opportunity for less experienced
staff to learn about the problemsof application changesat first
hand ♥ experiencethat they can put to good use in development
projects by encouraging designersto think about the implications
for maintenance.
In contrast to conventional wisdom, maintenance demands more
staff training than does new system development, particularly
when the maintenancestaff are relatively inexperienced. In terms
of technical and problem-solving skills and training, thereislittle
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difference between the requirements of maintenance and new
development, but two further considerations point to a difference
in training requirements. Thefirst is the need for maintenance
staff to understand past practices and development methods, inaddition to current best practice. The second considerationis thatof communication, which is even more important for maintenance
staff than for their development counterparts.
Periodic job rotation between maintenance and new developmentshould be a componentof any training programme. Maintenancestaff will thereby get an opportunity to influence the develop-mentprocess andto learn about applications that will need to bemaintained in subsequent years. New developmentstaff will getan insightinto current issues of maintenance, and learn to under-stand the importance of designing systems that can be easily main-tained.
MANAGEMENT ATTITUDES
Improving the motivation of maintenancestaff and, hence, theirperformancewill require a changein managementattitudes. Fivetimes as many managers pay more attention to new developmentworkthan to maintenance,than vice versa (see Figure 3.2). Untilmanagers see maintenance as an important strategic issue,problems of low staff morale are certain to persist.

CONSIDER ARRANGING FOR OUTSIDE MAINTENANCE
Analternative to maintaining systems within the systems develop-ment department is to arrange for someorall of the work to beundertaken outside the department, either by the system usersthemselves, or by a third-party contractor.
MAINTENANCE BY USERS
Advances in fourth-generation languages are making user-maintenanceanincreasingly practical proposition. It is now com-monplace for businesses to provide users with query languagesthrough which they can derive data and generate their ownreports.It is a small step beyondthisto providetools sufficientlypowerful to enable users to add functionality to a system ♥ inother words, to undertake their own adaptive maintenance. Thisis discussed further in Chapter 5.
MAINTENANCEBY THIRD PARTIES
Contracting maintenance work to a third party offers threebenefits: it releases systems development department resourcesfor other work;it overcomes the ☁technology gap☂ problem, whenthe system being maintained is based on technology that is nolonger current;it introduces a formal contractual relationship bet-ween users and maintainers.
The FI Group, a major systems and software house, is a goodexample of a contractor who undertakes third-party softwaremaintenance work. One assignment involved a leading buildingsociety that was obliged to modify its mortgage-administrationsystem and contracted the work out so that it could, itself, con-centrate on new development work. In the four-year period toApril 1988, the project team assigned to the work had made 600
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separate changes. The team, which was drawnfrom a larger pool
of staff, all of whom werefamiliar with this kind of work, varied
in size between three and five according to the nature andpriority
of the work. Another assignment was for an Inner London
borough council that contracted to maintain its payroll system
because the IBM CICS and Assemblerskills demanded by the work
were not available within the council☂s own information systems
department. A third client, a majorlife assurance company, con-
tracted to maintain its existing unit-linked and non-unit-linked
systems over a two- to three-year period, while the information
systems department concentrates on developing replacement
systems.

While the possibility of contracting out at least some part of an
organisation☂s maintenance work is becoming morefeasible and
can, clearly, be a highly successful alternative, most organisations
will continue to do a lot of their own maintenance work in-house

Management must provide an for the foreseeable future. Management must therefore turnits
environment that supports attention seriously to the question of how to attract and retain

maintenance staff good maintenance staff. In short, the answeris to provide an
environmentthat actively supports them. This may be achieved,
in part, by providing methods,tools, and training programmes,
but changing the technology alone is not enough. An organisa-
tion must create an environment in which maintenanceis per-
ceived to be as importantto the operation of the business as any
other function.
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Chapter 4

Controlling the maintenance process

For maintenance workto be effective, it is vital to control theinput to the process ♥ the procedure by which change requestsare notified and managedin thefirst place. This procedure ofchange managementis the first of several steps in the main-tenance process. Change management is followed by impactanalysis, system release planning, change design, implementation,testing, and system release/integration. These steps, which occursequentially, are supported by a further activity that continuesconcurrently ♥ progress monitoring. The whole process isillustrated in Figure 4.1.

Most PEP sponsors claim to have a clearly defined procedure inplace that correspondstothefirst step, change management. Cer-tainly, every respondentin our survey records all user requestsand operational problems, but our respondents admitted to somefailings as well. Periodic formal audits, for instance, are in placein fewer than half of our survey respondents☂ businesses (seeFigure 4.2). In order to achieve improvements in the maintenanceenvironment, the steps in the process need to be carefully co-ordinated, not simply monitored individually.

 Figure 4.1 The formalised maintenance process
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 Figure 4.2 Most PEP sponsors have formal control proceduresin place
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FORMALISE THE MAINTENANCE PROCESS

To appreciate the importance of formalising the steps in the
maintenanceprocess,it helps to understand more precisely what
they are.
CHANGE MANAGEMENT
Change managementis the critical first step in the maintenance
process. A formal procedure for change management is essential for
two reasons: it provides a common communication channelbetween
maintenancestaff, users, project managers, and operationsstaff,
and it provides a directory of changes to the system, for status
reporting, project management,auditing, and quality control. The
basic tool of the change-managementprocedureis a formal change-
request documentthat forms the basis of a contract between the
user and the maintainer.

A formal procedure for change
managementis essential

Animportant element of change managementis version control (or
software configuration control). It means tracking different
versions of programs, releases of software, and generations of
hardware, and it plays a major role in ensuring the quality of
delivered systems.Version controlalso ensures that software is not
degraded by uncontrolled or unapproved changes, and provides an
essential audit facility.
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IMPACT ANALYSIS

The purposeof impact analysis is to determine the scope of change
requests as a basis for accurate resource planning and schedul-
ing, andto confirm the cost/benefit justification. Impact analysis
can be broken downinto four stages. Thefirst stage is determin-
ing the scope of the change request, by verifying the information
contained within it, convertingit into a systems requirement, and
tracing the impact (via documented records) of the change onrelated systems and programs. In the second stage, resourcing
estimates are developed, based on considerations such as system
size (in estimated lines of code) and software complexity. Codeanalysers that measure the quality of existing code can be helpfulat this stage. (The role of code analysers is discussed inChapter 5.) The third stage is analysing the costs and benefits ofthe change request, in the same way as for a new application.In the fourthstage, the maintenance project manager advises theusers of the implications of the change request, in business ratherthan in technical terms, for them to decide whetherto authorise
proceeding with the changes.
There are three benefits of impact analysis: improved accuracyof resourcing estimates and, hence, better scheduling; a reduc-tion in the amountof corrective maintenance, because of fewerintroduced errors; improved software quality.
SYSTEM RELEASE PLANNING
In this step, the system release scheduleis planned. Although wellestablished amongst software suppliers, system release planningis not widely practised by PEP sponsors, reflecting a differencein the extent to which formal maintenance contracting isestablished.
A system release batches togethera succession of change requestsinto a smaller numberof discrete revisions. System releases cantake place according to a timetable thatis planned in advance.The timetable planninggives users the chance to set priorities fortheir change requests, and makes testing activities easier toschedule. The problem with system releases comes, of course,when corrective maintenanceis required urgently.
Softwareis available to help monitor system releases. The soft-ware records the changesincorporated in, and the date of, eachrelease, and provides information for project control, auditing,and management.
CHANGE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
The commonthreadin the work in these two steps is that theyare undertakento satisfy an often short-term user requirement.
Corrective maintenance, in particular, will be undertaken in alimited time and will be concerned primarily with fault repair(withlittle regard for careful designand integration of changes).Emergency repairs must subsequently be linked to the formalsoftware-maintenance process and be treated as a new changerequest. This will ensure that the repairs are correctly imple-mented and that the design documentation is updated.
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Adaptive maintenance will functionally enhance an existing
system. The design and implementation processis similar but more
restricted than the design and implementation of new application
systems. The major difference is that the design implications of
enhancements must be taken into account in the subsequent pro-
gram and module implementation. Failure to design the change
at each level can result in an increasingly complex, unreliable,
and unmaintainable system. This leads to higher maintenance
costs and reduces the life of the system.
Perfective maintenance is concerned with improving the quality
of existing systems. The effort is applied to software that is the
most expensive to operate and to maintain. The design tasks
undertaken will range from complete redesign and rewrite to par-
tial restructuring. The process combinesthe characteristics of the
other two types of maintenance.
TESTING
The purpose of maintenancetesting is to ensure that the software
complies with both the change request and the original require-
ment specification. It forms a major part of a successful quality-
assurance plan. In principle, maintenance testing is much like
development testing except that, because the scope of main-
tenancetesting is potentially narrower, fewer test cases have to
be prepared, validated, and filed in the test-case library.
The maintenance test cases should be created as a direct result
ofthe first stage in the impact analysis. They should be sequenced
accordingto theprinciple of incrementaltesting, so that defects
in the change-request specification and design can be identified
early on. Walk-throughs and inspections should be implemented
routinely as a formal element in the process.
The test-case library itself builds up over time. Atfirst, it con-
tains only the test cases prepared for and validated during original
development. It growsas test cases for successive maintenance
tests are addedtoit. A file of this sort is called a regression testing
file. A few tools are available from suppliers (such as IBM and
Digital) to help with regression testing. Although limited in what
they can do(in termsof features such as automatic revalidation,
for instance), they are able to provide administrative support.
SYSTEM RELEASE/INTEGRATION
This step consists of releasing the revised programsintolive opera-
tion. The implications for maintenance staff are significant
becauseit is their responsibility to ensure that any revised versions
are completely integrated with other parts of the system, which
may never have been revised or which may have been revised
at different times.
PROGRESS MONITORING
Progress monitoring takes place concurrently with the other seven
steps in the maintenance process. The sort of data that should
be collected during progress monitoring includes the time taken
perstep,the effort involved, and the scope of the change. Collect-
ing and filing data of this sort so that performance can be
monitored, both overtime and betweensystems,is consistent with
the general PEP philosophy. Improving software maintenance
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productivity is difficult if there is no record of where problems
and successes have occurred in the past.

COORDINATE THE STEPS IN THE
MAINTENANCE PROCESS
There is no panacea for solving the problems of maintenance.It
is essential, however, to consider not only how each individual
step in the process works, but also how the varioussteps fit
together.

Peterborough Software (UK) Ltd, a software house based in the
United Kingdom, provides an example of how companies can suc-
cessfully coordinate the steps in the software maintenance pro-
cess. The problemsthat it faces are unusually demanding. The
company maintains a range of payroll software packages. The
packages run on a variety of computers, under the controlofdif-
ferent operating systems, both within the United Kingdom and
overseas. Altogether, Peterborough Software has 250 customers.
The software coding differs from country to country, to takeaccount of local statutory regulations, such as taxation. Thus,several releases of the same package are current at a time, andall have to be supported in the field. The regulations changefrequently and without much warning, and maintenance changestherefore have to be implemented swiftly and accurately. Thedifficulties faced by Peterborough Software are further com-pounded when customers create nonstandard versionsofthe soft-warebyfailing to apply maintenance modifications that are issuedto them, or applying them in the wrong sequence.
How does Peterborough Software arrange its maintenance pro-cedures against this background of complexity? The answerliesin disciplined adherence to procedural steps similar to the oneswe have described here,and in the use of a computer-based pro-gram monitoring system knownas the Problem Monitoring System(PMS).
The maintenance procedureis carried out by two divisions withinPeterborough Software. One is the Customer Support Division,which effectively looks after change management, impactanalysis, and system release planning. The otheris the Develop-mentDivision, whichis responsible for coding, testing, and qualityassurance.
Change requests received by the Customer Support Division comefrom three sources. Thefirst is customers, whose requests takethe form of enhancements(called facility requests), queries, anderror reports. The second sourceis impendinglegislative changes.Thethird is the market. To survive, Peterborough Software hasto compete by offering products that are constantly beingimproved. Maintenance arising from customers is both adaptiveandcorrective in nature; from the other two sources,it is mostlyadaptive and perfective.
Customers are the most important source-of change requests ♥the Customer Support Division receives up to 400 telephoneenquiries a day, for instance. Enquiries are routed to application-support groups organised by software product and by the kindof equipmentit runs on. Within the application-support groups,consultants familiar with the way the software can be used, and
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with the way it works, form thefirst line of response. They areable to resolve most of the enquiries on the spot, but 20 per centhaveto be passed to the DevelopmentDivision for resolution. Itis here that the PMS comesinto its own. It logs problem reportsat every stage of response and resolution, using customerreferences and event codes. When a coding change is made, forinstance, the programmerrecords the details on the PMS. Theseare immediately available to others, so duplication is avoided. ThePMShelps to coordinate adaptive and corrective maintenancework. It monitors maintenance progress, and produces manage-ment statistics.

The DevelopmentDivision is organised into groupsthat specialisein analysis, coding, and quality assurance. Tested software isbatched for release. Different forms of release reflect the levelof support that Peterborough Software provides. For instance,
versionsfor release which are necessitated by governmentlegisla-tion get full support. Any earlier versionsstill left in the field
beyond a certain date no longer enjoy full support.

The Peterborough Software example is a model for the
maintenanceof any large application system, but particularly for
multisite, multiversion implementation with large numbers of
users. The principal lessons are as follows:
♥ Recognition of the cost and of the importance of the post-

release phases of the system life cycle, and the consequent
planning (for example, replacement, migration, and technical
design) for the maintenanceeffort.

♥ The rigour applied to pre-release testing and post-release
version identification and control.

♥ The formal contractual basis that clearly specifies the re-
sponsibilities of supplier and customer.

♥ Recognition of the relative importance of problems that occur
in practice at the operational level (including those deriving
from imperfect documentation or training), and at the code
maintenancelevel, and of the need to provide adequate sup-
port staff at both levels.

A coordinated programme, effective across the whole main-
tenance process, and designed to control changes to the system,
will become more and morecritical as the complexity of systems
increases. Formal proceduresare essential to ensure that software
is not degraded andto provide an audit facility. The experience
of Peterborough Software mayserve as a model. At the sametime,
there are several automated change- and configuration-control
packagescurrently being introduced to the market that could help
PEP sponsors to reduce administrative overheads and increase
their control over system changes.
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Using methods and tools

The right methodsandtools can help to reduce the maintenanceworkload significantly. Enforcing standards and using moderndevelopment methods are both ways of improving the quality ofnew systems, so that maintenance becomes easier when thesystems are operational. Standards and methods encourage thedevelopment of new systems with maintenance in mind. Othercontemporary tools are designed to be directly beneficial to themaintenance process. They include managementtools, testingtools, and maintenance-support tools. The growingavailability ofmodern development methodsopens up yet another avenue forreducing the maintenance workload on the systems department♥ developing systems to be maintained,at least in part, by theusers themselves.

DEVELOP NEW SYSTEMS WITH MAINTENANCEIN MIND
PEP sponsorsare well aware of the need to develop new systemswith maintenance in mind. They are doingthis in three ways. Thefirst is by involving staff who have already worked on systemmaintenance and whoaretherefore able to bring the benefit oftheir experience to bear. (We touched on this on page 13.) Thesecond is by enforcing development standards, andthethird isby using modern development methods.
ENFORCE DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
Ease of maintenanceis a feature of systems quality. No systemcan be described as high-quality if it is hard to maintain. Ease ofmaintenance must be built in at the design stage; it cannot beensured by the functional specification. Enforcing designstandards encourages the developmentof high-quality systems.
Designing for maintainability requires an understanding of theproblems caused by system complexity and structure. Computersystems are inherently complex, but improving their maintain-ability means making them as simple as possible. This can beachieved in three ways: by partitioning the system into a smallnumberof identifiable modules, each meeting a specific purpose;by arranging for the modulesto be as independent as possible(inother words, minimising their interdependence); by intercon-necting the modules through a single command-and-controlstructure.
Partitioning and interconnection are essentially aids to com-prehension; module independenceis the key to flexibility. Asystem consisting of simple, well-defined modules that intercon-nect loosely with each otheris relatively easy to change bydecoupling from the structure the modules that will remain thesame, adjusting the structure itself, and replacing other moduleswith new or modified versions that are as simple as those that
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went before. Distinguishing the modules from the structure has
the advantage of localising any program errors that may come to
light.
USE MODERN DEVELOPMENT METHODS AND TECHNIQUES
Using modern methods and techniques to develop new systems
is widely acknowledgedas beneficial to maintenance, because of
the improvementin quality that results. This general recognition
was confirmed by those of our interviewees who hadfirst-hand
experience of using modern methodsand techniquesover a period
of several years.
Of the wide spectrumof development methods and techniques,
four are particularly significant in reducing maintenancecosts:
prototyping, to define and test requirements; data dictionaries and
data analysis techniques; methods for structured design and
programming; re-usable modules, a technique that consists of
skeletons of proven logic, which minimise the amountof new code
to be maintained. Because they improve the development pro-
cess, all four help to make maintenance easier, but those most
widely used by the respondents in our survey are methods for
structured design and programming. Nearly 80 per cent of
respondents claimed to have used structured programming, and
57 per cent to have used structured-design methods. Data dic-
tionaries and data analysis techniques were used by 55 per cent
of respondents, and prototyping by 10 per cent. Nosignificant use
of re-usable modules was reported.
All four of the development methods and techniques recom-
mended above should be supported by contemporary software
tools. Computer-aided software engineering (CASE) tools and
fourth-generation languages support thefirst three methodsto
deliver systems that are more robust, more stable and of higher
quality. Software-configuration management tools help to control
reusable modules that can be used not only in developmentbut
in maintenanceas well.
The experience of the systems development department within
a public sector organisation in the United Kingdomillustrates the
benefit to maintenance of using a fourth-generation language.
Cobol has been displaced as the principal language for new
systems development by Gener/ol, a fourth-generation language.
As aresult, the demand for experienced staff in systems develop-
ment is much reduced, to provide the samelevel of maintenance
as before, andit has therefore beenpossible to raise the propor-
tion of effort devoted to new systems. In addition, further reduc-
tions in the need for maintenanceare expected in future, because
of the improved quality of new systems developed using Gener/ol.

PLAN TO EXPLOIT CONTEMPORARY TOOLS
DESIGNED TO HELP WITH MAINTENANCE

Although softwaretools of the sort we have just mentionedhelp
to simplify maintenance by improving the developmentprocess,
these tools have yet to make much impact on maintenance. Most
systemsthat are currently being maintained were developed using
Cobol, as Figure 5.1 overleaf shows. Nine respondents stated that
over 90 per cent of their maintained code was written in Cobol
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Figure 5.1 Development language of systems in maintenance
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and another six reported that at least 70 per cent of theirmaintained code was in Cobol.

Languages other than Cobol are becoming more common inmaintenance work, however, and are already more widespreadthan either PL/1 or Assembler. These other languages comprisevarious fourth-generation languages ♥ for example, Mapper andApplication Master.

In addition to contemporarytools for generating quality softwarein new systems development, a rangeof tools is emerging designedto provide direct assistance in maintenance. Thesetools fall intothree categories: managementtools, testing tools, and main-tenance-support tools.

USE MANAGEMENT TOOLS TO ENHANCE PLANNING AND CONTROL
Managementtools help to improve the planning and control ofmaintenance. Tools in this category come in two types. One typeaimsto help with the job of estimating (which should take placeduring impact analysis). The other type helps to control howsuccessive versions of software are progressively introduced.Estimating tools tend to be linked to proprietary systemsdevelopment methods, which limits their use in a maintenanceenvironment. Whateverthe tool, the ability to calibrate estimatingmodels to the characteristics of the maintenance environmentisessential.
A range of configuration and change-management tools isavailable to control the change process in maintenance work.These tools ensure that successive versions of software areprogressively introduced into a production environment undercontrolled conditions. They also have the ability to generatemanagement and audit reports. Several of them can also beapplied to the development environment and can then be usedto progress software into the production and maintenance phases.
USE TESTING TOOLS
A variety oftesting tools are available which provide source andfile-comparisonfacilities, cross-reference analysis, data standardi-sation, and code analysis. Theuse of such tools provides enhancedstatus reporting, auditing, and quality assurance. With an
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automated testing environment, test data and informationis easier
to maintain and the testing process is simpler to administer.

The use of knowledge-based techniquesis likely to have an impact
on testing tools ♥ for instance, by using rules to define additional
test cases. Some interesting tools are also being developed which
incorporate the use of hypertext, which acts as a navigational aid
for searching through program structures. (Hypertext allows
☁chunks☂ of text to be related to each other so that the user can
decide which relationships to pursue and whento pursue them.)

USE MAINTENANCE-SUPPORT TOOLS
This third category of tool, designed to help the maintenance pro-
cess, is having the biggest impact on the maintenance process.
Maintenance tools are aimed at the impact analysis and design
steps of maintenance. They provide a powerful meansof analysis
anddesign,and are valuable wherelarge amountsofexisting code
have to be examinedor modified, especially where the codeitself
has been subject to previous modification. Although expensive,
maintenance tools can cost less than renewing the system. They
can be justified where the maintained systemis likely to continue
in operation for several years. Three kinds of maintenance sup-
port tool are currently available: code analysers, restructuring
tools, and re-engineering tools. Some of the better-known
examplesare identified in Figure 5.2, along with a selection of
software-configuration management products.
 Figure 5.2 Maintenancetools
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Code analysers
Code analysers report on the degree to which programs (in the
main, Cobol) are syntactically correct, and they indicate the com-
plexity of the existing code. So-called static code analysers report,
in addition, on departures from programming standards. Dynamic
code analysers report on the results of a test run; they may, for
instance, report the number of untested lines of code.
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The experience of the systems development department of a
Belgian utility highlights the risk of failing to exploit the benefits
of code-analysing tools. To meet one of its application re-
quirements, the department selected a packaged software pro-
duct. At first sight, it seemed to fit the need closely ♥ it was
designedto a similar specification ♥ but experience showed that
this first impression was false. The package has hadto be exten-
sively modified to cope with increased data-storage and trans-
action volumes, whichhasledto significant changesto its internal
structure. During the space of just one year, the maintenance
effort has reached half of the original estimate of developing the
complete system from scratch. Code-analysis tools could have
helped to clarify the suitability of the design in thefirst place,
and to estimate overall life-cycle costs and resourcing re-
quirements more accurately.
Theaspirationsof a large agricultural merchant provide a further
illustration of the potential of code analysers. The systems depart-
ment has had to face a problem that is not uncommon ♥ that of
losing many experiencedstaff in a short spaceof time, following
an organisational change. Havingnoalternative butto assign staffto maintenance who hadlittle or no direct knowledge of thesystems, the department turned to a code analyser(in this case,
Via/Insight). Althoughit is still too early to assess the impact of
this code analyser, the departmentis expecting to obtain threeimportant benefits: transfer of knowledge to the maintenance
staff about the application of the systems, at the codelevel;
improvedcodereliability; reduced maintenance turnaround time
as a result of better productivity.
Restructuring tools
Restructuringtools transform unstructured code into new, func-tionally equivalent code thatis restructured in accordance withtop-downprinciples, and is fully documented. The steps in therestructuring processare the following: analysis (in much the samewayas with a code analyser), code reorganisation and redesign(done manually with all but the most sophisticated restructuring
tools), code generation from the revised program design, andverification.
The experience of a major oil companyillustrates the use of arestructuring tool. All of the commercial systems(over 1,200 pro-grams) were written in a programming language no longer in com-monuse. Thelevel of expertise needed to use the language wassubstantial and required very skilled maintenance staff. Thislanguage was very difficult to use and required an extensiveamount of training. New programmers would serve an appren-ticeship with the senior staff to learn the language and it couldbe as long as two years before programmers would be allowed towork unsupervised with the language.
In 1985, the companyplannedto rewrite all of the applicationswritten in this language. It estimated that this would cost aboutsix dollars per line and that it would take 10 calendar years tocomplete all the work, at a total cost in excess of $15 million.Managementapprovalto proceed wasgranted. However,beforegoing ahead, the companyevaluated the possibility of restructur-ing its systemsas an alternative to the high-risk, high-cost rewritestrategy, using a restructuring tool. It chose Recoderas the tool
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and submitted a new plan, which indicated that all the code could
be restructured and the existing systems re-engineered in two
years.
These tasks were,in fact, completed in less than two years; after
14 months, 850 programshad beenrestructured. A billing system
of over 500 programs was completedat an average of one to two
hours per program, and the total cost was eight cents per line.
On another system, one of the company☂s restructuring goals was
to improve its run-time performance. With the improvements
implemented, the daily run-time wascut by three to four hours,
and the annual production cost savings were $170,000.
Restructuring tools are expensive, however. Prices range from
$60,000 for Adpac☂s PM/SS product, to more than $100,000 for
IBM☂s Cobol/SF. Despite the suppliers☂ claims of productivity gains
as high as 60 per cent in subsequent maintenanceactivities,
restructuring tools are often hard to justify.
Re-engineering tools
Re-engineering tools go one step beyondrestructuring tools. They
havethe ability to form an entirely new design from existing code.
They workfirst by translating existing Cobol code backto a design-
level representation(this is a process knownas reverse engineer-
ing), then by working forward from that point to create entirely
new, restructured code. Currently, there are only two re-
engineering productsof significance. One is Bachman Associates☂
reverse-engineering tool, which is available only in the United
States. The other is Meta Systems☂ PSL/PSA, which is marketed
in Europe through Keith London Associates of the United
Kingdom.
These products are at the trial stage and provide facilities in a
limited software environment. Nevertheless, they are pointers for
the way in which CASE tools for maintenance environments will
develop.
LIMIT THE RANGE OF METHODS AND TOOLS USED
DURING DEVELOPMENT
For most systems development departments, contemporary
methods and tools represent a significant departure from what
has gone before. They carry with them an overhead burden in
termsof learning, standards, and previouspractice.It is for this
reason that the average systems development department should
be careful to limit the number of new methodsandtools that it
adopts. By taking on more than a few, a departmentrisks so
diluting its expertise in any one of them that productivity becomes
lower, not higher, than before.
The experienceof a leading multinational oil companyillustrates
the point. Systems development and support is devolved to
business-unit level. A central systems group provides highly
specialised skills, and recommends methods and standards to be
adopted by the business units. The central systems department
has no authority, however, to impose its recommendations. Not
surprisingly, the business units, being driven by expediency, have
tendedto go their own way. Now,the groupfinds that a growing
numberof languages and methodsarein place, constraining the
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opportunities to benefit from exchanging resources and expertise
across the business units.

DEVELOP SYSTEMS THAT CAN BE MAINTAINED
BY USERS
Recent advances in fourth-generation languages now makeit
possible for users to becomedirectly involved in maintaining their
ownsystems.It is commonfor organisations to provide users with
query languages through which they can derive data and generate
reports. It is a small logical step from this to the provision of
languages, such as Mapperand Gener/ol, that are powerful enough
to allow users to add functionality to systems. A systems develop-
ment department based in the Netherlands has begun to do this
with considerable success. It began some four years ago by intro-
ducing the idea of direct user-maintenance on aninternal invoic-
ing system commonto several independent business units within
the parent group. Because it was recognised at the outset that
the system specification would differ between the business units,
the core of the system was designed in such a waythat business-
specific enhancements and changes could be generated by the
users themselves.
Code-generating software was written bythe systems department
(using Natural and Adabas), enabling users to specify their own
data requirements and functions without recourse to the systems
staff themselves. The software was designed to take account of
the fact that users have no specialist systems knowledgeorskills.
The result has been to reduce the amount of maintenance car-
ried out by the systems department, from an estimated five to
six man-years each year, to a quarter of this. Encouragedbyits
success, the department is now planning to adoptthe principle
of user-maintained systems as a central element of its future
policy. It has taken the decision to produce a numberof general-
purpose modules that will allow users to specify some of the
interfaces between different application areas.
Advances in maintenance-support tools have lagged behind
advances in developmenttools. This situation is set to change inthe immediate future. We predict that the current generation ofmaintenance-support tools will provide significant benefits for
those organisations that have to maintain existing Cobol programs.

Users can becomedirectly
involved in maintaining their
own systems
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Chapter 6

Reaping the benefits of improved
software maintenance

Software maintenance consumessignificant systems development
resources, and improvements to maintenance will result in
increased productivity and value for money for PEP sponsors. We
have made suggestions for improvements in a numberof areas,
summarised in Figure 6.1.
 Figure 6.1 Action checklist
 Formalise the maintain-or-replace decision
Conduct annualreviews to re-assessthe costs and benefits of maintained systems.
Remove uncertainty by instituting a maintenance-rating process.
Define the share of resourcesto be allocated to maintenanceaspart of the overall
strategy to manage the applications portfolio.
 
Motivate, train, and manage maintenancestaff
Organise staff to optimise job satisfaction, perhaps by establishing a separate
maintenance organisation.
Select maintenance staff with suitable personal characteristics (patience,
adaptability, and willingness to lend support).
Train staff in the technical and communication aspects of the work. Make job
rotation a componentof anytraining programme.
Utilise third-party services to provide specialist skills and to relieve internalstaff
for new developments.
 Formalise the maintenance process
Introduce a consolidated programme of action, ranging through change
management, impact analysis, system release planning, change design and
implementation, testing, and system release/integration.
Adopta formal procedurefor change management, followed by impact analysis,
to evaluate maintenance requirements.
 
Improve the development environment
Develop new systemswith maintenancein mind. Involve staff with maintenance
experiencein the developmentprocess, adopt firm standards, and use modern
developmenttools.
Draw on the four most useful methods and techniques ♥ prototyping, data
dictionaries and data analysis, structured design, and re-usable models ♥ all of
which are supported by contemporary software tools.
Limit the range of developmenttools to constrain maintenanceskill requirements.
Develop systems that can be maintained by users.
Exploit contemporary tools designed to help with maintenance:
♥ Use managementtools such as configuration and change control software

to improve planning and control of maintenance.
♥ Usetesting tools to reduce the complex administrative tasks associated with

test monitoring, auditing, and quality assurance.
♥ Use maintenance-supporttools to help with the maintenance-rating process,

andto prolong thelife of existing systems.  
 

These improvements will be achieved, however, only if the role
of maintenance is properly understood. The purpose of main-
tenance is to ensure that software continues to serve business
goals, and it must be managed accordingly. Maintenanceis a
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process with its own rules and techniques; there are well-
established maintenance procedures, underpinned by automated
tools, designed to reduce the complexity of the maintenancetask,
but they will provide the promised benefits only if they are
integrated with control proceduresand used to support a clearly
defined approach to maintenance that is based on a clear view
of the maintainability of a system and of the options available for
maintainingit.

Choosing an approach to the management of maintenanceis not
an easy task. Some systemswill be quite stable while others will
be complex and volatile. There is no one way of dealing with
maintenance that will suit all organisations, but the procedures
described here are the foundation of a management approach that
is widely applicable, irrespective of specific implementation
issues.
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Butler Cox
Butler Cox is an independentinternational con-
sulting group specialising in the application of
information technology within commerce, in-
dustry and government.
The company offers a unique blend of high-level
commercial perspective and in-depth technical
expertise: a capability which in recent years has
been put to the service of many of the world☂s
largest and most successful organisations.
The services provided include:
Consulting for Users
Guiding and giving practical support to organisa-
tions trying to exploit technology effectively and
sensibly.
Consulting for Suppliers
Guiding suppliers towards market opportunities
and their exploitation.
The Butler Cox Foundation
Keeping major organisations abreast of develop-
ments and their implications.
Multiclient Studies
Surveying markets, their driving forces and poten-
tial future.
Public Reports
Analysing trends and experiencein specific areas
of widespread concern.

PEP
The Butler Cox Productivity Enhancement Pro-
gramme(PEP)is a participative service whose goal
is to improve productivity in application system
development.
It provides practical help to system development
managersand identifies the specific problemsthat
prevent them from using their development
resourceseffectively. At the same time, the pro-
gramme keeps these managers abreast of the
latest thinking and experience of experts and
practitioners in thefield.
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BE,P

The programmeconsists of individual guidance for
each subscriber in the form of a productivity
assessment, and also publications and forum
meetings common to all subscribers.
Productivity Assessment
Each subscribing organisation receives a confiden-
tial management assessmentofits system develop-
ment productivity. The assessment is based on a
comparison of key development data from
selected subscriber projects against a large com-
prehensive database. It is presented in a detailed
report and subscribers are briefed at a meeting
with Butler Cox specialists.
PEP Papers
Four PEP papers are produced each year. They
focus on specific aspects of system development
productivity and offer practical advice based on
recent research and experience.
Meetings
Each quarterly PEP forum meeting and annual
symposium focuses onthe issues highlightedin the
PEP papers, and permits deep consideration of the
topics. They enable participants to exchange ex-
perience and views with managers from other
subscriber organisations.
Topics in 1988
Each year PEP will focus on four topics directly
relating to improving systems development and
productivity. The topics will be selected to reflect
the concerns of the subscribers while maintaining
a balance between management and technical
issues.
The topics to be covered in 1988 are:
♥ Managing Productivity in Systems Develop-

ment.
♥ Managing Contemporary System Development

Methods.
♥ Influence on Productivity of Staff Personality

and Team Working.
♥ Managing Software Maintenance.
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